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PLRC6 Highlights :
• Access to the best transformation / healing experiences 
    by world-renowned masters
• Over 20 workshops and presentations by master speakers 
• 1- to -1 connect with the pioneers in alternative therapies
• Interactions with therapists, spiritual scientists, healers &    
   others whoʼve experienced miraculous transformations
• Life-changing insights & tips, & exposure to the newest            
   developments in spirituality & alternative therapy
• A transformational & peaceful experience by the 
   Arabian Sea at Taj Lands End

Whenever we go through an intense experience, the mind and body stores it in our psyche. Unknown to us, these 
“memories” color the way we view our current life – ourselves, our relatioships and our worldview. 

Regression is a tool used by psychiatrists and spiritual scientists alike to help us revisit our past (childhood/foetal stage) 
and unearth the root cause of issues that are currently interfering with our everyday lives.

Spiritual scientists take it to the next level, by helping us revisit our past lives with the intent of resolving underlying 
issues that prevent us from living “completely” in our current life. PLR helps strengthen the mind-body-spirit connection 
more profoundly, allowing for increased awareness and liberation in daily life. 

Students
• Overcome fears

 & limitations which 
are stopping you 
from manifesting 

your dreams
• Heal relationship 
issues with parents 

or partner

Homemakers
• Strengthen your 

relationships 
within the family
• Boost your 

confidence, realise 
your purpose & 
manifest your 

dreams

Therapists & Doctors
• Empower your practice 

by understanding the
 scope & benefits of 
alternative therapies

• Incorporate a holistic
approach in your practice 
for healing at all levels - 

mind, body & spirit Healers & 
Clairvoyants
• Deepen your 

understaning by learning 
from world renowned 

experts, & network with 
like-minded individuals
• Awaken your hidden 

potential through 
transformative healing 

 

Professionals
• Manage stress, 
achieve mental 

clarity & manifest 
your goals

• Improve relationships
 at work & home

PLRC is for anyone & everyone looking to create inner peace & happiness, & transform their lives in a way that not 
only benefits them, but also those around them.

Who attends PLRC? 

What is PLRC6?

What is Past Life Regression (PLR)?

•  Do you wonder how you land yourself into a particular type of problem or situation repeatedly?
•  Do you often find yourself in victim mode, where you simply blame something or the other for an issue?
•  Do you find yourself entangled in relationship, health or financial issues which are not the best for you?
•  Are you plagued with a lot of self-doubt and lack of conviction in yourself?
•  Overall, are you struggling to lead a happy, peaceful and meaningful life?

These are some questions that all of us have battled at some point in our lives, or are battling with at present.

If you answered YES to any of the questions above, then a warm welcome to PLRC6 - the 6th Past Life Regression 
Conference of the ARRR (Association for Regression and Reincarnation Research) founded by Dr. Newton Kondaveti, 
M.D., a world-renowned pioneer in the fields of Past Life Regression, Energy Medicine, & Spiritual Science.

Under the guidance of Dr. Newton Kondaveti and Dr. Lakshmi, ARRR has organised the Past Life Regression Conference 
over the last 5 editions to spread awareness and experience of PLR as a therapeutic technique for better living.

PLRC6 is the 6th edition of the one-of-a-kind, 2-day event bringing together some of the most eminent Indian & global 
voices in the PLR & spiritual community for a series of workshops & presentations. All in all, itʼs a 2-day festival full of 
love, laughter, & celebration, where one can experience profound transformation & wellness immersion unlike any 
other.



I    Pre-Conference Workshop  -  14.12.2018 | Taj Lands End | 10am - 5pm

PROGRAMME

The pre-conference workshops will be conducted by renowned international therapists. These workshops will be 
running in parallel. Please note that there is a separate registration cost for attending this workshop, and a 
certificate will be provided to all the attendees. 

II    PLRC6 Conference  -  15 - 16.12.2018  | Taj Lands End  |  8:30am – 5:30pm
The conference will have keynote addresses by world-renowned masters & therapists along with mini-workshops & 
paper presentations delivered by master speakers from different fields. These will run in parallel sessions & have 
been divided into Beginnerʼs & Advanced levels. The list of workshops is on the reverse of this page.

Doug Buckingham (United Kingdom)

Doug is a Hypnosis and Regression practitioner and trainer, and conducts courses and 
workshops in the UK and overseas.  Doug also offers trance-formational solutions in the form 
of training courses, workshops, talks & products in Hypnosis, Regression, Life Between Lives & 
Sound Healing, plus a range of other life-enhancing modalities in the UK, Europe & 
worldwide. He is a Reiki Master/Teacher, a fully accredited spiritual healer, a crystal bowl 
sound healer, & Aura-Soma practitioner.

Lorna & John Jackson (Australia)

Lorna and John Jackson are known as leaders in the field of Past Life Regression and 
Between Lives Hypnotherapy in Australia. They are internationally recognised as the creators 
of the pioneering healing modality "Soul Regression Therapy". They are qualified and 
certified, practising clinical regression hypnotherapists, and TNI certified Life Between Lives 
therapists.

Dr. Newton Kondaveti., M.D.
Founder President, ARRR   |   Founder & President, Life Foundation

Dr. Newton Kondaveti, M.D., is a medical doctor, self-realised master, spiritual scientist, &
a pioneer in the field of PLR. He travels globally conducting workshops on meditation, 
self-discovery & self-empowerment, training past life regression therapists & spreading the 
message of vegetarianism. He is the founding president of the Association for Regression & 
Reincarnation Research (ARRR), which works to  increase awareness about PLR & its benefits. 
With immense wisdom & compassion, he has guided over a thousand people to overcome 
illness, fears & phobias, relationship issues, self-worth issues, negative patterns, & thus live a 
healthy, wealthy & joyful life.

Keynote Address :

Dr. Lakshmi G.V., M.B.B.S.
Vice-President, ARRR   |   Trustee, Life Foundation

Dr. Lakshmi G.V., M.B.B.S., is a medical doctor specialised in Past Life Regression, Inner Child 
Work, Rebirthing Breathwork & other forms of alternative healing & therapy. She travels all 
over the world with Dr. Newton & is a co-presenter in his workshops & training programs, & 
has also co-authored the book, ʻThe Science of Past Life Regressionʼ with him.

Doug Buckingham (United Kingdom)
Clinical Hypnotherapist – D. Hyp, PDCHyp (Bio above)

1. Principles of Past Life Therapy & the Science of Co-Creation

2. Working with Limiting Beliefs : Their effect on your consciousness & thereby your life, plus a 
    group exercise to transform one of them

1. Spirit Release : Achieve a deeper understanding of spirit attachments, & how to release them

2. Advanced Therapeutical Treatment for Past Life Regression : How to facilitate healing of  a 
    current life issue that originates in past lives
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